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(57) Abstract: A method for dynamically adapting a traffic inactivity timer is disclosed. The method can include a wireless commu
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DYNAMIC ADAPTATION OF A TRAFFIC
INACTIVITY TIMER

FIELD

[0001] The described embodiments relate generally to wireless communications

technology. More particularly, the present embodiments relate to dynamic adaptation

of a traffic inactivity timer that can be applied to a wireless network interface.

BACKGROUND

[0002] Mobile device manufacturers continue to strive to develop improved

wireless communication devices offering users with an improved user experience.

However, improvements in user experience often involve tradeoffs. For example, it is

desirable to offer users devices providing high throughput and low latency. However,

improvements in throughput and latency often come at the expense of increased

power consumption, which can reduce battery life. One methodology that has been

used by device manufacturers to attempt to address the challenge of offering

improved throughput and lower latency without drastically increasing power

consumption is to implement a traffic inactivity timer for a wireless local area

network (WLAN) interface, which powers off the WLAN interface when no

transmit/receive activity is detected after a defined inactivity timeout period used for

the traffic inactivity timer.

[0003] Current devices generally apply a traffic inactivity timer having a static,

one size fits all, inactivity timeout period regardless of network or device conditions.

Thus, in current implementations, the same static inactivity timeout period is applied

for all traffic types, including for both periodic low bandwidth traffic, such as a voice

call, and bursty high bandwidth traffic, such as a web page download. The static

inactivity timeout period often exceeds the periodicity of periodic low bandwidth

traffic. For example, while periodic transmission/reception (Tx/Rx) of keep alive

frames or a voice frame can occur on the order of every 20 milliseconds, application

of a static 50 millisecond inactivity timeout period in accordance with some current

implementations incurs the penalty of the device keeping the WLAN interface awake

for at least one static inactivity timeout period. In this regard, when the static

inactivity timeout period exceeds the periodicity of low bandwidth traffic, such as the

voice frame periodicity of a voice call, the WLAN interface can stay awake



indefinitely, thus unnecessarily consuming power without offering any commensurate

improvement in user experience through improved throughput or lower latency.

SUMMARY

[0004] Some example embodiments provide a wireless communication device

configured to dynamically adapting a traffic inactivity timer based on observed device

usage conditions. In some example embodiments, implicit criteria, such as activity on

a wireless network interface can be used to dynamically adapt the traffic inactivity

timer. Thus, for example, in some embodiments, if a monitored activity on the

wireless network interface exceeds a threshold activity level, a longer inactivity

timeout period (e.g., a longer traffic inactivity timer duration) can be applied than if

monitored activity does not exceed the threshold activity level. As such, a longer

inactivity timeout period can be applied for bursty traffic so as to reduce latency and

improve user experience, while a shorter inactivity timeout period can be applied for

periodic, low bandwidth traffic, allowing the interface to be put into a sleep state to

conserve power between periods of data Tx/Rx without impacting user experience.

Additionally or alternatively, in some example embodiments, explicit criteria related

to a device usage context, such as active application context information, can be used

to dynamically adapt the inactivity timeout period based on anticipated latency and

throughput needs for the device usage context.

[0005] This Summary is provided merely for purposes of summarizing some

example embodiments so as to provide a basic understanding of some aspects of the

disclosure. Accordingly, it will be appreciated that the above described example

embodiments are merely examples and should not be construed to narrow the scope or

spirit of the disclosure in any way. Other embodiments, aspects, and advantages will

become apparent from the following detailed description taken in conjunction with

the accompanying drawings which illustrate, by way of example, the principles of the

described embodiments.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0006] The disclosure will be readily understood by the following detailed

description in conjunction with the accompanying drawings, wherein like reference

numerals designate like structural elements, and in which:

[0007] FIG. 1 illustrates an example wireless communication system in which

some example embodiments can be applied;



[0008] FIG. 2 illustrates a further example wireless communication system in

which some example embodiments can be applied;

[0009] FIG. 3 illustrates a block diagram of an apparatus that can be implemented

on a wireless communication device in accordance with some example embodiments;

[0010] FIG. 4 illustrates a flowchart of an example method for dynamically

adapting a traffic inactivity timer based at least in part on activity on a wireless

network interface in accordance with some example embodiments;

[0011] FIG. 5 illustrates a flowchart of another example method for dynamically

adapting a traffic inactivity timer based at least in part on activity on a wireless

network interface in accordance with some example embodiments;

[0012] FIG. 6 illustrates a flowchart of an example method for dynamically

adapting a traffic inactivity timer applied to a WLAN interface in accordance with

some example embodiments;

[0013] FIG. 7 illustrates a flowchart of an example method for implementing a

hysteresis condition when dynamically adapting a traffic inactivity timer in

accordance with some example embodiments; and

[0014] FIG. 8 illustrates a flowchart of an example method for dynamically

adapting a traffic inactivity timer based at least in part on a device usage context in

accordance with some example embodiments.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0015] Reference will now be made in detail to representative embodiments

illustrated in the accompanying drawings. It should be understood that the following

descriptions are not intended to limit the embodiments to one preferred embodiment.

To the contrary, it is intended to cover alternatives, modifications, and equivalents as

can be included within the spirit and scope of the described embodiments as defined

by the appended claims.

[0016] Present traffic inactivity timers generally implement a static inactivity

timeout period, which do not account varying network conditions, such as latency

variance that can occur between access networks using low latency fiber backbones

and access networks using higher latency backbones, such as satellite and WiMAX

(Worldwide Interoperability for Microwave Access) links. Moreover, present static

inactivity timeout periods do not account for variance between different traffic

profiles, such as variance between periodic low bandwidth traffic and bursty high

bandwidth traffic. As a result, static inactivity timeout periods often result in a



wireless network interface remaining in a power consuming awake state even in

situations in which the interface could be placed in a power saving sleep state without

noticeably impacting user experience.

[0017] Some example embodiments address the problems presented by use of

static inactivity timeout periods (also referred to as "inactivity timeout values") by

dynamically adapting a traffic inactivity timer based on observed device usage

conditions. In some example embodiments, implicit criteria, such as activity on a

wireless network interface, can be used to dynamically adapt the traffic inactivity

timer. Thus, for example, in some embodiments, if a data traffic level and/or other

monitored activity on the wireless network interface exceeds a threshold activity

level, a longer inactivity timeout period (e.g., a longer traffic inactivity timer duration)

can be applied than if monitored activity does not exceed the threshold activity level.

In this regard, a longer inactivity timeout period can be applied for bursty traffic so as

to improve the user experience by reducing latency and offering improved throughput.

Further, an inactivity timeout period that can have a shorter period than that which

can be used for bursty traffic can be applied for periodic, low bandwidth traffic,

thereby allowing the interface to be put into a sleep state without impacting user

experience. Accordingly, the wireless communication device of such example

embodiments can avoid using a static inactivity timeout period that can have a longer

duration than the periodicity of voice call traffic and/or other low bandwidth traffic,

thus allowing the wireless network interface to be placed in a power saving mode for

larger amounts of time without impacting user experience. Additionally or

alternatively, in some example embodiments, a traffic inactivity timer can be adapted

based on explicit criteria related to a device usage context, such as application context

information.

[0018] These and other embodiments are discussed below with reference to FIGs.

1 - 8. However, those skilled in the art will readily appreciate that the detailed

description given herein with respect to these Figures is for explanatory purposes only

and should not be construed as limiting.

[0019] FIG. 1 illustrates an example wireless communication system 100 in which

some example embodiments can be applied. The wireless communication system 100

can include a wireless communication device 102. By way of non-limiting example,

the wireless communication device 102 can be embodied as a cellular phone, such as

a smart phone device, a tablet computing device, a laptop computing device, and/or



other computing device that can be configured to communicate over one or more

wireless networks. The wireless communication device 102 can include one or more

wireless network interfaces, which can be used to connect to any of a variety of

wireless networks. By way of non-limiting example, the wireless communication

device 102 can include a WLAN interface(s), such as can use an Institute of Electrical

and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) 802.1 1 technology (e.g., IEEE

802.1 1a/b/g/n/ac/ad/af and/or other present or future developed version of the IEEE

802.1 1 standard); a cellular interface(s); a wireless personal area network (WPAN)

interface(s), such as a Bluetooth interface, Zigbee interface, wireless Universal Serial

Bus (USB) interface, and/or other WPAN interface); some combination thereof;

and/or one or more further type(s) of wireless network interfaces.

[0020] The wireless communication device 102 can be configured to access a

wireless network via a wireless network access point 104. For example, in some

embodiments, wireless network access point 104 can comprise a WLAN access point,

such as a WLAN router, WLAN bridge, and/or other WLAN access point. As further

examples, in some embodiments, the wireless network access point 104 can

additionally or alternatively comprise a cellular base station, such as a base

transceiver station, node B, evolved node B, femtocell, and/or other type of base

station that can be used to access a cellular network; a WiMax gateway; and/or other

type of wireless network access point. In this regard, wireless network access point

104 can be an access point in accordance with any type of wireless communications

technology that can be supported by wireless communication device 102.

[0021] Data transmitted to and/or received from the wireless network access point

104 by the wireless communication device 102 can accordingly be transmitted and

received via a wireless network interface, such as wireless network interface 316

illustrated in and described below with respect to FIG. 3, that can be implemented on

the wireless communication device 102. A traffic inactivity timer, which can be

dynamically adapted in accordance with one or more example embodiments described

herein, can be applied to the wireless network interface. In this regard, if there is a

period of traffic inactivity (e.g., a period without Tx data and/or without Rx data) on

the wireless network interface that exceeds an inactivity timeout period used for the

traffic inactivity timer, the wireless network interface can be placed in a power saving

mode. In the power saving mode, one or more components associated with the

wireless network interface, such as a radio that can be associated with the wireless



network interface, can be deactivated to reduce power consumption by the wireless

communication device 102.

[0022] In addition to structured network implementations in which wireless

communication device 102 can access a wireless network via an access point, such as

wireless network access point 104, as illustrated in FIG. 1, it will be appreciated that

some example embodiments can be applied to a wireless network interface that can be

used to support unstructured, ad hoc communications between two or more wireless

communication devices, such as wireless peer-to-peer (P2P) communications between

wireless communication device 102 and a further wireless communication device.

For example, FIG. 2 illustrates a wireless communication system 200 in which some

example embodiments can be applied. In the system 200, the wireless communication

device 102 can communicate with a second wireless communication device 204 via

wireless link 206. Wireless link 206 can be provided by any wireless communication

technology allowing ad hoc P2P communications, such as, by way of non-limiting

example a WPAN technology (e.g., Bluetooth, Zigbee, wireless USB, and/or the like),

Wi-Fi direct, Apple ® AirPlay, and/or other wireless communication

technology/protocol allowing for ad hoc P2P communication between devices without

requiring structured communication through a network access point.

[0023] Data transmitted to and/or received from the second wireless

communication device 204 via the wireless link 206 can be transmitted and received

via a wireless network interface, such as wireless network interface 316 illustrated in

and described below with respect to FIG. 3, that can be implemented on the wireless

communication device 102. A traffic inactivity timer, which can be dynamically

adapted in accordance with one or more example embodiments described herein, can

be applied to the wireless network interface. In this regard, if there is a period of

traffic inactivity without the wireless communication device 102 sending and/or

receiving data over the wireless link 206 that exceeds an inactivity timeout period

used for the traffic inactivity timer, the wireless network interface can be placed in a

power saving mode.

[0024] FIG. 3 illustrates a block diagram of an apparatus 300 that can be

implemented on a wireless communication device 102 in accordance with some

example embodiments. In this regard, when implemented on a computing device,

such as wireless communication device 102, apparatus 300 can enable the computing

device to operate within the system 100 and/or system 200 in accordance with one or



more example embodiments. It will be appreciated that the components, devices or

elements illustrated in and described with respect to FIG. 3 below may not be

mandatory and thus some may be omitted in certain embodiments. Additionally,

some embodiments can include further or different components, devices or elements

beyond those illustrated in and described with respect to FIG. 3 .

[0025] In some example embodiments, the apparatus 300 can include processing

circuitry 310 that is configurable to perform actions in accordance with one or more

example embodiments disclosed herein. In this regard, the processing circuitry 310

can be configured to perform and/or control performance of one or more

functionalities of the apparatus 300 in accordance with various example

embodiments, and thus can provide means for performing functionalities of the

wireless communication device 102 in accordance with various example

embodiments. The processing circuitry 310 can be configured to perform data

processing, application execution and/or other processing and management services

according to one or more example embodiments.

[0026] In some embodiments, the apparatus 300 or a portion(s) or component(s)

thereof, such as the processing circuitry 310, can include one or more chipsets, which

can each include one or more chips. The processing circuitry 310 and/or one or more

further components of the apparatus 300 can therefore, in some instances, be

configured to implement an embodiment on a chipset comprising one or more chips.

In some example embodiments in which one or more components of the apparatus

300 are embodied as a chipset, the chipset can be capable of enabling a computing

device to operate in the system 100 and/or system 200 when implemented on or

otherwise operably coupled to the computing device. Thus, for example, one or more

components of the apparatus 300 can provide a chipset configured to enable a

computing device communicate using one or more wireless network technologies. As

more particular examples, one or more components of the apparatus 300 can provide a

WLAN chipset, Bluetooth chipset, cellular chipset, and/or other chipset that can

comprise a wireless network interface configured to enable a computing device to

communicate via one or more wireless communication technologies.

[0027] In some example embodiments, the processing circuitry 310 can include a

processor 312 and, in some embodiments, such as that illustrated in FIG. 3, can

further include memory 314. The processing circuitry 310 can be in communication



with or otherwise control a wireless network interface 316, user interface 318, and/or

timer adaptation module 320.

[0028] The processor 312 can be embodied in a variety of forms. For example, the

processor 312 can be embodied as various hardware-based processing means, such as

a microprocessor, a coprocessor, a controller or various other computing or

processing devices including integrated circuits such as, for example, an ASIC

(application specific integrated circuit), an FPGA (field programmable gate array),

some combination thereof, or the like. Although illustrated as a single processor, it

will be appreciated that the processor 312 can comprise a plurality of processors. The

plurality of processors can be in operative communication with each other and can be

collectively configured to perform one or more functionalities of the wireless

communication device 102 as described herein. In some example embodiments, the

processor 312 can be configured to execute instructions that can be stored in the

memory 314 or that can be otherwise accessible to the processor 312. As such,

whether configured by hardware or by a combination of hardware and software, the

processor 312 can be capable of performing operations according to various

embodiments while configured accordingly.

[0029] In some example embodiments, the memory 314 can include one or more

memory devices. Memory 314 can include fixed and/or removable memory devices.

In some embodiments, the memory 314 can provide a non-transitory computer-

readable storage medium that can store computer program instructions that can be

executed by the processor 312. In this regard, the memory 314 can be configured to

store information, data, applications, instructions and/or the like for enabling the

apparatus 300 to carry out various functions in accordance with one or more example

embodiments. In some embodiments, the memory 314 can be in communication with

one or more of the processor 312, wireless network interface 316, user interface 318,

or timer adaptation module 320 via a bus (or buses) for passing information among

components of the apparatus 300.

[0030] The apparatus 300 can further include wireless network interface 316. The

wireless network interface 316 can be configured to enable the apparatus 300 to send

wireless signals to and receive signals in accordance with one or wireless networking

technologies. As such, the wireless network interface 316 can enable the apparatus

300 to connect to a wireless network via wireless network access point 104.

Additionally or alternatively, the wireless network interface 316 can be configured to



enable the apparatus 300 to participate in a peer-to-peer and/or other ad hoc network

via a direct wireless connection to a peer device, such as second wireless

communication device 204. By way of non-limiting example, wireless network

interface 316 can be configured to provide a WLAN interface(s), a cellular

interface(s), a WPAN interface(s) (e.g., a Bluetooth interface, Zigbee interface,

wireless Universal Serial Bus interface, and/or the like), some combination thereof,

and/or other type of wireless network interface. As such, the wireless network

interface 316 can be configured to support any type of wireless networking

technology that can be implemented by wireless communication device 102.

[0031] In some example embodiments, the apparatus 300 can include the user

interface 318. It will be appreciated, however, that in some example embodiments,

one or more aspects of the user interface 318 may be omitted, and in some

embodiments, the user interface 318 may be omitted entirely. The user interface 318

can be in communication with the processing circuitry 310 to receive an indication of

a user input and/or to provide an audible, visual, mechanical, or other output to a user.

As such, the user interface 318 may include, for example, a keyboard, a keypad, one

or more input buttons, a mouse, a joystick, a display, a touch screen display, a

microphone, a speaker, one or more biometric input devices, and/or other input/output

mechanisms. In embodiments wherein the user interface 318 comprises a touch

screen display, the user interface 318 can be configured to detect and/or receive an

indication of a touch gesture and/or other input to the display.

[0032] The apparatus 300 can further include timer adaptation module 320. The

timer adaptation module 320 can be embodied as various means, such as circuitry,

hardware, a computer program product comprising computer readable program

instructions stored on a computer readable medium (for example, the memory 314)

and executed by a processing device (for example, the processor 312), or some

combination thereof. In some embodiments, the processor 312 (or the processing

circuitry 310) can include, or otherwise control the timer adaptation module 320. The

timer adaptation module 320 can be configured to control a traffic inactivity timer that

can be applied to the wireless network interface 316. In this regard, the timer

adaptation module 320 can be configured to dynamically adapt an inactivity timeout

period that can be used for the traffic inactivity timer based at least on observed

conditions in accordance with various example embodiments. For example, in some

embodiments, the timer adaptation module 320 can be configured to select an



inactivity timeout period for the traffic inactivity timer based at least in part on an

activity level that can be monitored on the wireless network interface 316, such as in

accordance with one or more of the methods illustrated in and described with respect

to FIGs. 4-7. Additionally or alternatively, in some embodiments, the timer

adaptation module 320 can be configured to select an inactivity timeout period for the

traffic inactivity timer based at least in part on a device usage context and/or other

explicit criteria, such as illustrated in and described with respect to FIG. 8.

[0033] FIG. 4 illustrates a flowchart of an example method for dynamically

adapting a traffic inactivity timer based at least in part on activity on a wireless

network interface in accordance with some example embodiments. In this regard,

FIG. 4 illustrates operations that can be performed by the wireless communication

device 102 in accordance with various example embodiments. One or more of

processing circuitry 310, processor 312, memory 314, wireless network interface 316,

or timer adaptation module 320 can, for example, provide means for performing the

operations illustrated in and described with respect to FIG. 4 .

[0034] Operation 400 can include monitoring activity on the wireless network

interface 316. In some example embodiments, operation 400 can include monitoring

a data traffic level, such as, by way of non-limiting example, a data rate in bits/second

and/or frames/second, of data transmitted and/or received via the wireless network

interface 316.

[0035] Operation 410 can include comparing the monitored activity to a threshold

activity level and determining whether the monitored activity exceeds the threshold

activity level. For example, in embodiments in which operation 400 includes

monitoring a data traffic level on the wireless network interface 316, operation 410

can include determining whether an observed data traffic level exceeds a threshold

data traffic level.

[0036] In an instance in which it is determined at operation 410 that the monitored

activity does not exceed the threshold activity level, the method can proceed to

operation 420, which can include using a first inactivity timeout period for the traffic

inactivity timer applied to the wireless network interface 316. The first inactivity

timeout period can be a shorter, more aggressive time period, than a second inactivity

timeout period, which can be used in operation 430 in an instance in which it is

determined that the monitored activity does exceed the threshold activity level. In this

regard, the first inactivity timeout period can be selected as a smaller value, which can



be more aggressive in putting the wireless network interface 316 in a power saving

mode (e.g., sleep state) during inactivity periods when low bandwidth data traffic is

being transmitted and/or received via wireless network interface 316, while the

second inactivity timeout period can be selected as a larger value, which can be more

conservative in putting the wireless network interface 316 in a sleep state so as to

provide higher throughput and lower latency when bursty, higher bandwidth data

traffic is being transmitted and/or received via wireless network interface 316.

[0037] If a period of traffic inactivity on the wireless network interface 316 meets

or exceeds the one of the first inactivity timeout period or the second inactivity

timeout period selected and used for the traffic inactivity timer in operation 420 or

operation 430, the wireless network interface 316 can be placed in a power saving

mode, sometimes referred to as a "sleep mode." In the power saving mode, one or

more components associated with the wireless network interface, 316, such as a radio

that can be associated with the wireless network interface 316 of some example

embodiments, can be deactivated to reduce power consumption by the wireless

communication device 102. As a further example, one or more software processes

that can be associated with the wireless network interface 316 can be at least

temporarily terminated when in the power saving mode.

[0038] FIG. 5 illustrates a flowchart of another example method for dynamically

adapting a traffic inactivity timer based at least in part on activity on a wireless

network interface in accordance with some example embodiments. In this regard,

FIG. 5 illustrates an embodiment of the method of FIG. 4 in which a data traffic level

for the wireless network interface 316 can be determined and compared to a threshold

data traffic level. As such, operations 500-530 can correspond to embodiments of

operations 400-430, respectively. One or more of processing circuitry 310, processor

312, memory 314, wireless network interface 316, or timer adaptation module 320

can, for example, provide means for performing the operations illustrated in and

described with respect to FIG. 5 .

[0039] Operation 500 can include the wireless communication device 102

determining a data traffic level on the wireless network interface 316. The data traffic

level can, for example, include one or more of an average data traffic level, an

instantaneous data traffic level, a mean data traffic level, a maximum data traffic

level, or a minimum data traffic level that can be determined for a period of time. The

period of time can be of any length, including a snapshot period of time allowing for



capture of an instantaneous data traffic level. The data traffic level that can be

determined in operation 500 can, for example, be defined in terms of a data rate, such

as a bit rate (e.g., in terms of bits/second), a frame rate (e.g., in terms of

frames/second), and/or the like, of data transmitted and/or received via the wireless

network interface 316.

[0040] Operation 510 can include comparing the data traffic level determined in

operation 500 to a threshold data traffic level and determining whether the observed

data traffic level exceeds the threshold data traffic level. By way of non-limiting

example, the threshold data traffic level can be defined in terms of a threshold data

rate, such as a threshold bit rate (e.g., in terms of bits/second), threshold frame rate

(e.g., in terms of frames/second), and/or the like.

[0041] In an instance in which it is determined at operation 510 that the data traffic

level exceeds the threshold data traffic level, the method can proceed to operation

520, which can include using a first inactivity timeout period for the traffic inactivity

timer. If, however, it is determined at operation 510 that the data traffic level does not

exceed the threshold data traffic level, the method can instead proceed to operation

530, which can include using a second inactivity timeout period for the traffic

inactivity timer. The second inactivity timer can define a longer time period than the

first inactivity timeout period. In this regard, a more aggressive (e.g., shorter)

inactivity timeout period can be used for low bandwidth data, while a more

conservative (e.g., longer) inactivity timeout period can be used for a higher

bandwidth bursty data traffic pattern. The wireless network interface 316can be

placed in a power saving mode in an instance in which the traffic inactivity timer

expires in response to a period of traffic inactivity on the wireless network interface

316 meeting or exceeding the one of the first inactivity timeout period or the second

inactivity timeout period used for the traffic inactivity timer.

[0042] In some example embodiments, a shorter, more aggressive inactivity

timeout period, such as by way of non-limiting example, 10 milliseconds, can be

applied by default. In this regard, a more aggressive inactivity timeout period can

allow the wireless network interface 316 to b put to sleep quickly after low

bandwidth traffic, such as infrequent keep alive frames or after transmission/receipt

(Tx/Rx) of voice call frames. Thus, for example, in the example methods of FIGs. 4

and 5, the shorter inactivity timeout period referenced in operations 420 and 520 can

be applied by default.



[0043] In response to detection of a burst of high throughput data, the timer

adaptation module 320 of some example embodiments can be configured to switch to

using a longer, more conservative inactivity timeout period, such as by way of non-

limiting example, 200 milliseconds, so as to keep the wireless network interface 316

awake for a longer period. In this regard, in some example embodiments, operations

430 and 530 can comprise switching from using the first (e.g., shorter) inactivity

timeout period to using the second (e.g., longer) inactivity timeout period in response

to detection of an activity level exceeding a threshold activity level. For example,

operations 430 and 530 can comprise switching to the second (e.g., longer) inactivity

timeout period following a prior time period for which the threshold activity level

and/or threshold data traffic level was not exceeded. Additionally or alternatively,

operations 430 and 530 can comprise switching to the second (e.g., longer) inactivity

timeout period following an initial default usage of the first inactivity timeout period

prior to the wireless communication device 102 observing an activity level on the

wireless network interface 316. The longer, more conservative inactivity timeout

period, such as can be used in operations 430 and 530, can accordingly allow the

bursty download to be completed more quickly, and enable the wireless

communication device 0 to be more responsive to a user data request, such as a

request for email or web page download.

[0044] If, after switching to a more conservative inactivity timeout period in

response to observation of bursty data traffic, the timer adaptation module 320

determines that the data traffic pattern on the wireless network interface 316 no longer

correlates to bursty traffic (e.g., the data traffic level is less than a threshold data

traffic level), the timer adaptation module 320 can return to using a shorter, more

aggressive inactivity timeout period (e.g., the first inactivity timeout period referenced

in operations 420 and 520). In this regard, after completion of a bursty traffic

exchange, the traffic inactivity timer can be returned to a default, more aggressive

inactivity timeout period so that the wireless network interface 316 can be more

readily placed in a power saving mode.

[0045] FIG. 6 illustrates a flowchart of an example method for dynamically

adapting a traffic inactivity timer applied to a WLAN interface in accordance with

some example embodiments. In this regard, FIG. 6 illustrates operations that can be

performed by the wireless communication device 102 in accordance with various

example embodiments. One or more of processing circuitry 310, processor 312,



memory 314, wireless network interface 316, or timer adaptation module 320 can, for

example, provide means for performing the operations illustrated in and described

with respect to FIG. 6 . While FIG. 6 illustrates dynamically adaptation of a traffic

inactivity timer for a WLAN interface, it will be appreciated that the method

illustrated in FIG. 6 can be applied mutatis mutandis within the scope of the

disclosure to any type of wireless network interface for which a traffic inactivity timer

can be applied.

[0046] With reference now to FIG. 6, operation 600 can include the WLAN

interface entering a power save mode (e.g., a sleep state). For example, the WLAN

interface can be placed in the power saving mode after a period of inactivity and/or at

some other point for which the WLAN interface can be placed in a power saving

mode.

[0047] Operation 610 can include scheduling periodic interface wakeups, which

can be synchronized to access point beacons, such as beacons that can be sent by the

wireless network access point 104 in some embodiments in which the wireless

network access point 104 comprises a WLAN access point. In this regard, the WLAN

interface can be periodically woken up to listen for beacons to enable the wireless

communication device 102 to monitor for data that can be buffered for the wireless

communication device 102 by the wireless network access point 104.

[0048] Operation 620 can include determining at a wakeup period whether the

wireless network access point 104 has buffered data for the wireless communication

device 102. This determination can, for example, be made based at least in part on a

beacon that can be received by the wireless communication device 102 If it is

determined at operation 620 that the wireless network access point 104 does not have

buffered data, the method can return to operation 610. In this regard, the WLAN

interface can be returned to the power save mode until the next scheduled wakeup.

[0049] If, however, the wireless network access point 104 does have buffered data

for the wireless communication device 102, the method can instead proceed to

operation 630, which can include exiting the power save mode. In this regard, the

WLAN interface can be placed in an awake state enabling transmission and receipt of

data.

[0050] Operation 640 can include retrieving the buffered data and observing a data

traffic level across the WLAN interface. Thus, for example, operation 640 can



include determining a data rate, such as in terms of bits/second and/or frames/second

for Tx/Rx data on the WLAN interface.

[0051] Operation 650 can include determining whether the observed data traffic

level, such as the data rate, which can, for example, be expressed in terms of a bit rate

(e.g., bits/second) and/or in terms of a frame rate (e.g., frames/second), exceeds a

threshold data traffic level. If it is determined at operation 650 that the monitored

data traffic level exceeds the threshold data traffic level, it can be assumed that burst

traffic is being transmitted and/or received on the WLAN interface, and the method

can proceed to operation 660, which an include using a longer (e.g., conservative)

inactivity timeout period. If, however, it is determined at operation 650 that the

monitored data traffic level does not exceed the threshold level, it can be assumed that

low bandwidth data is being transmitted and/or received on the WLAN interface, and

the method can proceed to operation 670, which can include using a shorter (e.g.,

aggressive) inactivity timeout period.

[0052] Operations 640-670 can collectively form a burst detection logic, which can

be used to dynamically adapt the traffic inactivity timer based on a data traffic level of

data transmitted and/or received on the WLAN interface. As illustrated in FIG. 6, the

burst detection logic can use implicit criteria, such as the data rate (e.g., the number of

frames/bits/bytes exchanged) over a configurable time period.

[0053] Operation 680 can include determining whether the traffic inactivity timer

that can be set based on the inactivity timeout period selected in operation 660 or

operation 670 has expired. If the traffic inactivity timer has not expired, the method

can return to operation 640. In this regard, the wireless communication device 102

can continue to retrieve buffered data (if any available) from the wireless network

access point 104 and/or can transmit data over the WLAN interface. The inactivity

timeout period can continue to be selectively adjusted through performance of

operations 650-670 (e.g., based on the burst detection logic) in response to any

changes in the observed data traffic level. If, however, it is instead determined at

operation 680 that the traffic inactivity timer has expired, the method can instead

return to operation 600, and the WLAN interface can be placed in a power saving

(e.g., sleep) mode.

[0054] In some example embodiments, multiple data traffic thresholds can be

applied. For example, if the shorter, more aggressive inactivity timeout period is

being used and it is determined in operation 650 that the data rate exceeds a tunable



threshold data traffic level, Tl, the timer adaptation module 320 of some example

embodiments can switch from the aggressive inactivity timeout period to a longer,

more conservative inactivity timeout period in operation 660. If, after switching to

the more conservative inactivity timeout period, it is later determined in operation 650

that the data rate is less than a second tunable threshold data traffic level, T2, then the

timer adaptation module 320 can switch from the conservative inactivity timeout

period back to the aggressive inactivity timeout period. In some example

embodiments, threshold T2 and Tl can chosen such that T2 < Tl to implement a

hysteresis condition and prevent ping pong between inactivity timeout periods in

response to small fluctuations in data traffic rate.

[0055] FIG. 7 illustrates a flowchart of an example method for implementing a

hysteresis condition when dynamically adapting a traffic inactivity timer in

accordance with some example embodiments. In this regard, FIG. 7 illustrates an

example method in which two threshold data traffic levels - T l and T2, where T2 <

Tl - can be used to selectively adapt the traffic inactivity timer. One or more of

processing circuitry 310, processor 312, memory 314, wireless network interface 316,

or timer adaptation module 320 can, for example, provide means for performing the

operations illustrated in and described with respect to FIG. 7 .

[0056] Operation 700 can include using a first inactivity timeout period for the

traffic inactivity timer. The first inactivity timeout period can, for example, be a

shorter, more aggressive inactivity timeout period than a second inactivity timeout

period, which can be a longer, more aggressive inactivity timeout period.

[0057] Operation 710 can include determining whether the traffic inactivity timer

using the first inactivity timeout period has expired. Expiry of the traffic inactivity

timer can occur in response to a period of traffic inactivity on the wireless network

interface 316 meeting or exceeding the first inactivity timeout period. The traffic

inactivity timer can, for example, be reset in response to detection of traffic. If it is

determined that the traffic inactivity timer has expired, the method can proceed to

operation 720, which can include placing the wireless network interface 316 in power

saving mode.

[0058] If, however, it is determined at operation 710 that the traffic inactivity timer

has not expired, the method can proceed to operation 730, which can include

determining whether the observed data traffic level on the wireless network interface

316 exceeds Tl. If the observed data traffic level does not exceed Tl, the method can



return to operation 700, and the wireless communication device 102 can continue to

use the first inactivity timeout period. If, however, it is determined at operation 730

that the observed data traffic level does exceed Tl, the method can instead proceed to

operation 740, which can comprise switching from the first inactivity timeout period

to the second inactivity timeout period.

[0059] Operation 750 can include determining whether the traffic inactivity timer

using the second inactivity timeout period has expired. Expiry of the traffic inactivity

timer can occur in response to a period of traffic inactivity on the wireless network

interface 316 meeting or exceeding the second inactivity timeout period. The traffic

inactivity timer can, for example, be reset in response to detection of traffic. If it is

determined that the traffic inactivity timer has expired, the method can proceed to

operation 720, which can include placing the wireless network interface 316 in power

saving mode.

[0060] If, however, it is determined at operation 750 that the traffic inactivity timer

has not expired, the method can proceed to operation 760, which can include

comparing the observed data traffic level to T2 and determining whether the observed

data traffic level on the wireless network interface 316 is less than T2. If the observed

data traffic level is not less than T2, the method can return to operation 740, and the

wireless communication device 102 can continue to use the second inactivity timeout

period. If, however, it is determined at operation 760 that the observed data traffic

level is less than T2, the method can instead proceed to operation 700, which can

comprise switching from the second inactivity timeout period to the first inactivity

timeout period.

[0061] In some example embodiments, timer adaptation module 320 can

additionally or a ternat vel factor explicit criteria such as, a device usage context for

the wireless communication device 102 when selecting a inactivity timeout period.

For example, various device usage contexts can have defined associations with

respective inactivity timeout periods such that an inactivity timeout period can be

selected based at least in part by determining which inactivity timeout period is

associated with a current device usage context. A device usage context can include

any of a variety of device contexts that can be indicative of a present and/or predictive

of a future data traffic pattern o the wireless network interface 3 16.

[0062] For example, a device usage context can include a state of open

transmission control protocol (TCP) sockets. If a socket used for an application(s)



associated with a bursty traffic pattern is open, the timer adaptation module 320 can

select a more conservative inactivity timeout period.

[0063] Another example device usage context is an activity context for one or

more elements of the user interface 318. For example, the timer adaptation module

320 of some example embodiments can be configured to consider a display state of a

display that can be included in user interface 3 8 when selecting an inactivity timeout

period. The display state can, for example, include a whether the display is in a lock

state, whether the display is powered off (e.g., in a power saving mode after a period

of no use), and/or other display state. For example, if the display is powered on

and/or unlocked, the timer adaptation module 320 can be configured to select a more

conservative (e.g., longer) inactivity timeout period, as it can be assumed that a user

may be more likely to make a data request that can result in a bursty data

transmission. However, if the display is powered off and/or in a locked state, the

timer adaptation module 320 can be configured to select a more aggressive (e.g.,

shorter) inactivity timeout period, as it can be considered that the wireless

communication device 102 is less likely to make a bursty data request and user

experience is unlikely to be impacted by use of an aggressive inactivity timeout

period.

[0064] As a further example, in some embodiments, a device usage context can be

determined based at least in part on a active application(s) on the wireless

communication device 102. For example, an application can have an associated data

traffic pattern, such as can be defined at least in part by one or more of bandwidth,

throughput, or latency requirements for supporting use of the application.

Accordingly, an application can have a defined association with an inactivity timeout

period corresponding to the data traffic pattern associated with the application. For

example, a web browser application can be associated with a bursty data traffic

pattern characterized by bursts of data transfers related to page requests. Similarly, an

email application can be characterized by bursts of data transfers related to sending

and receiving email. As such, a more conservative inactivity timeout period can be

selected for a web browser and/or email application. For applications, such as voice

call applications, characterized by more periodic low bandwidth traffic, a more

aggressive inactivity timeout period can e selected.

[0065] In some example embodiments, an indication of explicit criteria, such as a

device usage context, that can be used to select an inactivity timeout period can be



provided to the timer adaptation module 320 by a higher layer to enable the timer

adaptation module 320 to factor in the criteria when selecting an inactivity timeout

period. For example, in some embodiments, an application layer can be configured to

provide an indication to the timer adaptation module 320 a state of active applications

on the wireless communication device 102.

[0066] FIG. 8 illustrates a flowchart of an example method for dynamically

adapting a traffic inactivity timer based at least in part on a device usage context in

accordance with some example embodiments. In this regard, FIG. 8 illustrates

operations that can be performed by the wireless communication device 102 in

accordance with some example embodiments. One or more of processing circuitry

310, processor 312, memory 314, wireless network interface 316, user interface 318,

or timer adaptation module 320 can, for example, provide means for performing the

operations illustrated in and described with respect to FIG. 8.

[0067] Operation 800 can include determining a device usage context. The

determined device usage context can, for example, be any device usage context that

can be indicative of a present and/or predictive of a future data traffic level on the

wireless network interface 316. In some example embodiments, multiple current

device usage contexts can be determined. By way of non-limiting example, operation

800 can include determining an active application(s) on the wireless communication

device 102, a display state for a display of the wireless communication device 102, a

state of open TCP sockets, and/or the like.

[0068] Operation 810 can include selecting an inactivity timeout period based at

least in part on the device usage context. For example, in some embodiments,

operation 810 can include selecting an inactivity timeout period having a defined

association with the device usage context determined in operation 800.

[0069] In some example embodiments, the timer adaptation module 320 can be

configured to select an inactivity timeout period based on a combination of an

observed activity level, such as a data traffic level, on the wireless network interface

316 and one or more device usage contexts. As such, in some example embodiments,

operation 810 can include selecting the inactivity timeout period further based on a

data traffic level observed on the wireless network interface 316.

[0070] In some such example embodiments, the method of FIG. 8 can be applied

concurrently with one or more of the methods FIGs. 4-7. For example, n some

embodiments, even if observed activity on the wireless network interface 3 6 does



not satisfy a threshold for selecting a longer, more conservative, inactivity timeout

period (e.g., as can be determined i o or more of operations 410, 5 0, 630, or 730),

the timer adaptation module 320 can still be configured to select the longer inactivity

timeout period if a determined device usage context indicates that the longer inactivity

timeout period should be used. Similarly, in an instance in which an inactivity

timeout period having a defined association with a device usage context defines a

shorter inactivity timeout period than an inactivity timeout period that would be

selected based on observed activity on the wireless network interface 316, the timer

adaptation module 320 of some example embodiments can be configured to select the

longer, more conservative inactivity timeout period to accommodate the observed

activity on the wireless network interface 316.

[0071] While some example embodiments have been described in terms of two

different levels of inactivity timeout periods, it will be appreciated that the disclosure

is not so limited. In this regard, in some example embodiments, there can be three or

more levels of inactivity timeout periods, which can range in their aggressiveness in

putting the wireless network interface 316 into power saving mode. As a non-limiting

example of an embodiment using three levels, a 1 millisecond inactivity timeout

period can be applied if an observed bit rate is less than 1 megabit per second; a 50

millisecond inactivity timeout period can be applied if an observed bit rate is greater

than 1 megabit per second, but less than 5 megabits per second; and a 200 millisecond

inactivity timeout period can be applied if an observed bit rate is greater than 5

megabits per second. It will be appreciated, however, that additional levels (e.g., four

or more levels) can be used in some example embodiments. Further, threshold data

traffic levels and/or inactivity timeout periods can be varied in various example

embodiments.

[0072] Moreover, in some example embodiments, inactivity timeout periods

having dynamically adjustable lengths can be applied. For example, in some

embodiments, two or more base inactivity timeout periods can be set for one or more

respective threshold traffic activity levels, and a base inactivity timeout period

applicable for a monitored traffic activity level can be modified by an offset based on

explicit criteria that can be determined based at least in part on a device usage context,

such as display state, active application(s) requirements, and/or the like. Thus, for

example, in some embodiments, if a device usage context indicates that receipt and/or

transmission of bursty traffic is likely, a base inactivity timeout period that can be



selected based on an observed data traffic can be increased in length (e.g., by adding

an offset) to be more conservative in putting the wireless network interface 316 in a

power saving mode to provide a better user experience in anticipation of a high

throughput bursty data traffic request.

[0073] In example embodiments in which a traffic inactivity timer applied to a

WLAN interface is dynamically adapted, the wireless communication device 102 can

be configured to use a NULL frame, such as can be used in accordance with an

Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) 802.1 1 standard, with a power

management bit set to 0 when the WLAN interface wakes up and exits a power save

mode. The wireless communication device 102 can receive and/or transmit data after

exiting the power save mode and, after expiration of the traffic inactivity timer, can

use a NULL frame with power management bit set to 1 to enter power save mode

when putting the WLAN interface to sleep. In some such example embodiments,

level 1 can use a Power Save (PS) Poll mechanism in which the wireless

communication device 102 can send a PS Poll frame, and the wireless network access

point 104 can send exactly one frame with a data bit indicating if additional traffic is

buffered for the wireless communication device 102. In such example embodiments,

the wireless communication device 102 can switch to using NULL based mechanism

with variable inactivity timeouts in an instance in which the wireless network access

point 104 indicates that an additional frame(s) is buffered in response to the PS poll.

[0074] The various aspects, embodiments, implementations or features of the

described embodiments can be used separately or in any combination. Various

aspects of the described embodiments can be implemented by software, hardware or a

combination of hardware and software. The described embodiments can also be

embodied as a computer readable medium (or mediums) storing computer readable

code including instructions that can be performed by one or more computing devices.

The computer readable medium may be associated with any data storage device that

can store data which can thereafter be read by a computer system. Examples of the

computer readable medium include read-only memory, random-access memory, CD-

ROMs, HDDs, DVDs, magnetic tape, and optical data storage devices. The computer

readable medium can also be distributed over network-coupled computer systems so

that the computer readable code may be stored and executed in a distributed fashion.

[0075] In the foregoing detailed description, reference was made to the

accompanying drawings, which form a part of the description and in which are



shown, by way of illustration, specific embodiments in accordance with the described

embodiments. Although these embodiments are described in sufficient detail to

enable one skilled in the art to practice the described embodiments, it is understood

that these examples are not limiting; such that other embodiments may be used, and

changes may be made without departing from the spirit and scope of the described

embodiments. For example, it will be appreciated that the ordering of operations

illustrated in the flowcharts is non-limiting, such that the ordering of two or more

operations illustrated in and described with respect to a flowchart can be changed in

accordance with some example embodiments. As another example, it will be

appreciated that in some embodiments, one or more operations illustrated in and

described with respect to a flowchart can be optional, and can be omitted.

[0076] Further, the foregoing description, for purposes of explanation, used

specific nomenclature to provide a thorough understanding of the described

embodiments. However, it will be apparent to one skilled in the art that the specific

details are not required in order to practice the described embodiments. Thus, the

foregoing descriptions of specific embodiments are presented for purposes of

illustration and description. The description of and examples disclosed with respect

to the embodiments presented in the foregoing description are provided solely to add

context and aid in the understanding of the described embodiments. The description

is not intended to be exhaustive or to limit the described embodiments to the precise

forms disclosed. It will be apparent to one of ordinary skill in the art that many

modifications, alternative applications, and variations are possible in view of the

above teachings. In this regard, one of ordinary skill in the art will readily appreciate

that the described embodiments may be practiced without some or all of these specific

details. Further, in some instances, well known process steps have not been described

in detail in order to avoid unnecessarily obscuring the described embodiments.



What is claimed is:

1. A method for dynamically adapting a traffic inactivity timer on a wireless

communication device comprising a wireless network interface, the method

comprising the wireless communication device:

determining a data traffic level on the wireless network interface;

determining whether the data traffic level exceeds a threshold data traffic

level;

using a first inactivity timeout period for the traffic inactivity timer in an

instance in which it is determined that data traffic level does not exceed the threshold

data traffic level; and

using a second inactivity timeout period for the traffic inactivity timer in an

instance in which it is determined that the data traffic level exceeds the threshold data

traffic level;

wherein the second inactivity timeout period defines a longer time period than

the first inactivity timeout period; and

wherein the wireless network interface is placed in a power saving mode in an

instance in which the traffic inactivity timer expires in response to a period of traffic

inactivity on the wireless network interface meeting or exceeding the one of the first

inactivity timeout period or the second inactivity timeout period used for the traffic

inactivity timer.

2 . The method of claim 1, wherein the first inactivity timeout period is used by

default for the traffic inactivity timer, and wherein:

determining the data traffic level comprises determining a data traffic level for

a second time period, the second time period following a first time period for which

the threshold data traffic level was not exceeded; and

using the second inactivity timeout period comprises switching from using the

first inactivity timeout period for the traffic inactivity timer to using the second

inactivity timeout period for the traffic inactivity timer in an instance in which it is

determined that that the data traffic level for the second time period exceeds the

threshold data traffic level.



3 . The method of claim 1, further comprising the wireless communication

device, in an instance in which it is determined that the data traffic level exceeds the

threshold data traffic level:

determining a second data traffic level on the wireless network interface;

determining that the second data traffic level is less than a second threshold

data traffic level, wherein the second threshold data traffic level is less than the

threshold data traffic level; and

switching from using the second inactivity timeout period to using the first

inactivity timeout period for the traffic inactivity timer in response to determining that

the second data traffic level is less than the second threshold data traffic level.

4 . The method of claim 1, wherein determining the data traffic level comprises

determining one or more of a bit rate or a frame rate of data traffic on the wireless

network interface, and wherein the threshold data traffic level comprises one or more

of a threshold bit rate or a threshold frame rate.

5 . The method of claim 1, further comprising the wireless communication

device:

determining a device usage context;

determining whether the device usage context has a defined association with

the second inactivity timeout period; and

in an instance in which it is determined that the device usage context has a

defined association with the second inactivity timeout period, using the second

inactivity timeout period for the traffic inactivity timer even in an instance in which it

is determined that the data traffic level does not exceed the threshold data traffic level.

6 . The method of claim 5, wherein:

determining the device usage context comprises determining an active

application on the wireless communication device; and

determining whether the device usage context has a defined association with

the second inactivity timeout period comprises determining whether the active

application has a defined association with the second inactivity timeout period.

7 . The method of claim 5, wherein:

determining the device usage context comprises determining a display state of

a display implemented on the wireless communication device; and



determining whether the device usage context has a defined association with

the second inactivity timeout period comprises determining whether the display state

has a defined association with the second inactivity timeout period.

8. The method of any of claims 1 to 5, wherein the wireless network interface

comprises a wireless local area network (WLAN) interface.

9 . The method of claim 8, further comprising the wireless communication

device:

activating the WLAN interface from the power saving mode at a scheduled

wakeup time to monitor for data buffered for the wireless communication device at a

WLAN access point; and

receiving buffered data from the WLAN access point;

wherein determining the data traffic level comprises determining the data

traffic level based at least in part on received buffered data.

10. The method of any of claims 1 to 5, wherein a radio associated with the

wireless network interface is deactivated when the wireless network interface is

placed in the power saving mode.

11. A wireless communication device comprising:

a wireless network interface; and

processing circuitry coupled with the wireless network interface, the

processing circuitry configured to cause the wireless communication device to at

least:

determine a data traffic level on the wireless network interface;

determine whether the data traffic level exceeds a threshold data traffic

level;

use a first inactivity timeout period for a traffic inactivity timer applied

to the wireless network interface in an instance in which it is determined that

data traffic level does not exceed the threshold data traffic level; and

use a second inactivity timeout period for the traffic inactivity timer in

an instance in which it is determined that the data traffic level exceeds the

threshold data traffic level;

wherein the second inactivity timeout period defines a longer time

period than the first inactivity timeout period.



12. The wireless communication device of claim 11, wherein the first inactivity

timeout period is used by default for the traffic inactivity timer, and wherein the

processing circuitry is further configured to cause the wireless communication device

to:

determine the data traffic level at least in part by causing the wireless

communication device to determine a data traffic level for a second time period, the

second time period following a first time period for which the threshold data traffic

level was not exceeded; and

use the second inactivity timeout period at least in part by causing the wireless

communication device to switch from using the first inactivity timeout period for the

traffic inactivity timer to using the second inactivity timeout period for the traffic

inactivity timer in an instance in which it is determined that that the data traffic level

for the second time period exceeds the threshold data traffic level.

13. The wireless communication device of claim 11, wherein the processing

circuitry is further configured to cause the wireless communication device, in an

instance in which it is determined that the data traffic level exceeds the threshold data

traffic level, to:

determine a second data traffic level on the wireless network interface;

compare the second data traffic level to a second threshold data traffic level,

wherein the second data traffic level is less than the threshold data traffic level; and

switch from using the second inactivity timeout period to using the first

inactivity timeout period for the traffic inactivity timer in an instance in which the

second data traffic level is less than the second threshold data traffic level.

14. The wireless communication device of claim 11, wherein the data traffic level

comprises one or more of a bit rate or a frame rate of data traffic on the wireless

network interface, and wherein the threshold data traffic level comprises one or more

of a threshold bit rate or a threshold frame rate.

15. The wireless communication device of claim 11, wherein the processing

circuitry is further configured to cause the wireless communication device to:

determine a device usage context;

determine whether the device usage context has a defined association with the

second inactivity timeout period; and

in an instance in which it is determined that the device usage context has a

defined association with the second inactivity timeout period, use the second



inactivity timeout period for the traffic inactivity timer even in an instance in which it

is determined that the data traffic level does not exceed the threshold data traffic level

16. The wireless communication device of claim 15, wherein the processing

circuitry is further configured to cause the wireless communication device to:

determine the device usage context at least in part by causing the wireless

communication device to determine an active application on the wireless

communication device; and

determine whether the device usage context has a defined association with the

second inactivity timeout period at least in part by causing the wireless

communication device to determine whether the active application has a defined

association with the second inactivity timeout period.

17. The wireless communication device of claim 15, wherein the processing

circuitry is further configured to cause the wireless communication device to:

determine the device usage context at least in part by causing the wireless

communication device to determine a display state of a display implemented on the

wireless communication device; and

determine whether the device usage context has a defined association with the

second inactivity timeout period at least in part by causing the wireless

communication device to determine whether the display state has a defined

association with the second inactivity timeout period.

18. The wireless communication device of any of claims 11 to 15, wherein the

wireless network interface comprises a wireless local area network (WLAN)

interface.

19. The wireless communication device of claim 18, wherein the processing

circuitry is further configured to cause the wireless communication device to:

activate the WLAN interface from the power saving mode at a scheduled

wakeup time to monitor for data buffered for the wireless communication device at a

WLAN access point;

receive buffered data from the WLAN access point;

determine the data traffic level based at least in part on received buffered data.

20. The wireless communication device of any of claims 11 to 15, wherein the

processing circuitry is further configured to cause the wireless communication device

to:



place the wireless network interface a power saving mode in an instance in

which the traffic inactivity timer expires in response to a period of traffic inactivity on

the wireless network interface meeting or exceeding the one of the first inactivity

timeout period or the second inactivity timeout period used for the traffic inactivity

timer.

2 1. A computer readable storage medium having computer program code stored

thereon, the computer program code comprising program code, which, when executed

by one or more processors implemented on a wireless communication device

comprising a wireless network interface, is configured to cause the wireless

communication device to perform a method comprising:

determining a data traffic level on the wireless network interface;

determining whether the data traffic level exceeds a threshold data traffic

level;

using a first inactivity timeout period for a traffic inactivity timer applied to

the wireless network interface in an instance in which it is determined that data traffic

level does not exceed the threshold data traffic level; and

using a second inactivity timeout period for the traffic inactivity timer in an

instance in which it is determined that the data traffic level exceeds the threshold data

traffic level;

wherein the second inactivity timeout period defines a longer time period than

the first inactivity timeout period; and

wherein the wireless network interface is placed in a power saving mode in an

instance in which the traffic inactivity timer expires in response to a period of traffic

inactivity on the wireless network interface meeting or exceeding the one of the first

inactivity timeout period or the second inactivity timeout period used for the traffic

inactivity timer.

22. The computer readable storage medium of claim 21, wherein the first

inactivity timeout period is used by default for the traffic inactivity timer, and

wherein:

determining the data traffic level comprises determining a data traffic level for

a second time period, the second time period following a first time period for which

the threshold data traffic level was not exceeded; and

using the second inactivity timeout period comprises switching from using the

first inactivity timeout period for the traffic inactivity timer to using the second



inactivity timeout period for the traffic inactivity timer in an instance in which it is

determined that that the data traffic level for the second time period exceeds the

threshold data traffic level.

23 . The computer readable storage medium of claim 21, wherein the method

further comprises, in an instance in which it is determined that the data traffic level

exceeds the threshold data traffic level:

determining a second data traffic level on the wireless network interface;

determining that the second data traffic level is less than a second threshold

data traffic level, wherein the second threshold data traffic level is less than the

threshold data traffic level; and

switching from using the second inactivity timeout period to using the first

inactivity timeout period for the traffic inactivity timer in response to determining that

the second data traffic level is less than the second threshold data traffic level.

24. The computer readable storage medium of claim 21, wherein determining the

data traffic level comprises determining one or more of a bit rate or a frame rate of

data traffic on the wireless network interface, and wherein the threshold data traffic

level comprises one or more of a threshold bit rate or a threshold frame rate.

25 . The computer readable storage medium of claim 21, wherein the method

further comprises:

determining a device usage context;

determining whether the device usage context has a defined association with

the second inactivity timeout period; and

in an instance in which it is determined that the device usage context has a

defined association with the second inactivity timeout period, using the second

inactivity timeout period for the traffic inactivity timer even in an instance in which it

is determined that the data traffic level does not exceed the threshold data traffic level.

26. The computer readable storage medium of claim 25, wherein:

determining the device usage context comprises determining an active

application on the wireless communication device; and

determining whether the device usage context has a defined association with

the second inactivity timeout period comprises determining whether the active

application has a defined association with the second inactivity timeout period.



27. The computer readable storage medium of claim 25, wherein:

determining the device usage context comprises determining a display state of

a display implemented on the wireless communication device; and

determining whether the device usage context has a defined association with

the second inactivity timeout period comprises determining whether the display state

has a defined association with the second inactivity timeout period.

28. The computer readable storage medium of any of claims 2 1 to 25, wherein the

wireless network interface comprises a wireless local area network (WLAN)

interface.

29. The computer readable storage medium of claim 28, wherein the method

further comprises:

activating the WLAN interface from the power saving mode at a scheduled

wakeup time to monitor for data buffered for the wireless communication device at a

WLAN access point; and

receiving buffered data from the WLAN access point;

wherein determining the data traffic level comprises determining the data

traffic level based at least in part on received buffered data.

30. The computer readable storage medium of any of claims 2 1 to 25, wherein a

radio associated with the wireless network interface is deactivated when the wireless

network interface is placed in the power saving mode.

31. An apparatus comprising means for performing the method of any of claims 1

to 10.

32. A method for dynamically adapting a traffic inactivity timer on a wireless

communication device comprising a wireless network interface, the method

comprising the wireless communication device:

determining a device usage context for the wireless communication device;

and

selecting one of a plurality of inactivity timeout periods for the traffic

inactivity timer based at least in part on the device usage context.

33. The method of claim 32, further comprising the wireless communication

device:

determining a data traffic level on the wireless network interface; and

selecting the one of the plurality of inactivity timeout periods further based on

the data traffic level.



34. The method of claim 33, wherein the plurality of inactivity timeout periods

comprises a first inactivity timeout period and a second inactivity timeout period,

wherein the second inactivity timeout period defines a longer time period than the

first inactivity timeout period, and wherein the method further comprises:

determining whether the data traffic level exceeds a threshold data traffic

level; and

selecting the second inactivity timeout period in an instance in which it is

determined that the data traffic level exceeds the threshold data traffic level.

35. The method of any of claims 32 to 33, wherein:

determining the device usage context comprises determining an active

application on the wireless communication device; and

selecting one of a plurality of inactivity timeout periods for the traffic

inactivity timer comprises selecting one of the plurality of inactivity timeout periods

based at least in part on a data traffic pattern associated with the active application.

36. The method of any of claims 32 to 33, wherein:

determining the device usage context comprises determining a display state of

a display implemented on the wireless communication device; and

selecting one of a plurality of inactivity timeout periods for the traffic

inactivity timer comprises selecting one of the plurality of inactivity timeout periods

based at least in part on the display state.

37. A wireless communication device comprising:

a wireless network interface; and

processing circuitry coupled with the wireless network interface, the

processing circuitry configured to cause the wireless communication device to at

least:

determine a device usage context for the wireless communication

device; and

select one of a plurality of inactivity timeout periods for a traffic

inactivity timer based at least in part on the device usage context.

38. The wireless communication device of claim 37, wherein the processing

circuitry is further configured to cause the wireless communication device to:

determine a data traffic level on the wireless network interface; and

select the one of the plurality of inactivity timeout periods further based on the

data traffic level.



39. The wireless communication device of claim 38, wherein the plurality of

inactivity timeout periods comprises a first inactivity timeout period and a second

inactivity timeout period, wherein the second inactivity timeout period defines a

longer time period than the first inactivity timeout period, and wherein the processing

circuitry is further configured to cause the wireless communication device to:

determine whether the data traffic level exceeds a threshold data traffic level;

and

select the second inactivity timeout period in an instance in which it is

determined that the data traffic level exceeds the threshold data traffic level.

40. The wireless communication device of any of claims 37 to 38, wherein the

processing circuitry is further configured to cause the wireless communication device

to:

determine the device usage context at least in part by causing the wireless

communication device to determine an active application on the wireless

communication device; and

select one of the plurality of inactivity timeout periods for the traffic inactivity

timer based at least in part on a data traffic pattern associated with the active

application.

4 1. The wireless communication device of any of claims 37 to 38, wherein the

processing circuitry is further configured to cause the wireless communication device

to:

determine the device usage context at least in part by causing the wireless

communication device to determine a display state of a display implemented on the

wireless communication device; and

select one of the plurality of inactivity timeout periods based at least in part on

the display state.

42. A computer readable storage medium having computer program code stored

thereon, the computer program code comprising program code, which, when executed

by one or more processors implemented on a wireless communication device

comprising a wireless network interface, is configured to cause the wireless

communication device to perform a method comprising:

determining a device usage context for the wireless communication device;

and



selecting one of a plurality of inactivity timeout periods for a traffic inactivity

timer based at least in part on the device usage context.

43. The computer readable storage medium of claim 42, wherein the method

further comprises:

determining a data traffic level on the wireless network interface; and

selecting the one of the plurality of inactivity timeout periods further based on

the data traffic level.

44. The computer readable storage medium of claim 43, wherein the plurality of

inactivity timeout periods comprises a first inactivity timeout period and a second

inactivity timeout period, wherein the second inactivity timeout period defines a

longer time period than the first inactivity timeout period, and wherein the method

further comprises:

determining whether the data traffic level exceeds a threshold data traffic

level; and

selecting the second inactivity timeout period in an instance in which it is

determined that the data traffic level exceeds the threshold data traffic level.

45. The computer readable storage medium of any of claims 42 to 43, wherein:

determining the device usage context comprises determining an active

application on the wireless communication device; and

selecting one of a plurality of inactivity timeout periods for the traffic

inactivity timer comprises selecting one of the plurality of inactivity timeout periods

based at least in part on a data traffic pattern associated with the active application.

46. The computer readable storage medium of any of claims 42 to 43, wherein:

determining the device usage context comprises determining a display state of

a display implemented on the wireless communication device; and

selecting one of a plurality of inactivity timeout periods for the traffic

inactivity timer comprises selecting one of the plurality of inactivity timeout periods

based at least in part on the display state.

47. An apparatus comprising means for performing the method of any of claims

32 to 36.
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